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Energy Saving Astro Timer
for unattended common lighting areas

Building peripheral lights

Advertisement hoarding lights

Commercial signboard lights

Street lights and more......

Building peripheral lights

Global Energy Concern
The world is driving towards energy sustainability. Communities and Institutions have to take 
concrete actions of new world order. Eliminating waste and reducing energy consumption is a key 
factor in reaching sustainability objectives. Lighting alone on an average accounts for 20% energy 
consumption all over the world.

Ideas never rest at Toyama
With over 20 years of experience in the industry, Toyama demonstrates the ability to be innovative 
and responsive to the ever growing need for energy saving solutions for lighting.

Toyama has launched a simple t and forget Astro timer to address the energy wastage in un 
attended lighting areas. The Astro timer switches ON the lights at DUSK and switches OFF the lights 
at DAWN or as set by the user from 10.30PM to 5.30AM.

After the simple switch like installation, select the geographical location (1200 cities and towns 
across India)  through simple Dip switches. The ON/OFF operations are carried out automatically for 
365 days at the dusk and dawn timings of the location eliminating the need for regular 
reprogramming of the normal timers available in the market.

Key Features of the system.
v Simple replacement of existing lighting controls (modular switches or MCBs)with 
 Toyama Astro timer switch.

v  The electrical wiring will continue to be the same without any change or modication.

v  Built in 10A relay for regular loads. Suitable contactors can be wired for higher loads.

v The geographical location (city/town) can be selected through the 
 dip switch settingon the timer using an accompanied chart of 
 around 1200 locations of India.

v OFF time can be set at dawn or at intervals of 15min 
 from 10.30PM to 5.30AM.

v Built in real time clock with battery back up for a minimum 
 ve years of life with factory set time.

v High stability clock chip with low deviation time. Advertisement hoarding lights
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